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Abstract – This paper presents a general-purpose frame-
work for ambient intelligences. The framework provides peo-
ple, places, and things with computational functionalities
to assist and annotate them. Using RFID-based location-
tracking systems, it can navigate Java-based mobile agents.
These agents can offer location-aware and personalized ser-
vices, to stationary or mobile computers near the locations of
the entities and places to which the agents are attached, even
when the locations change. The framework enables users to
directly access their personalized services from stationary
computing devices in the environment or from their portble
computing devices, even when they move.
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1 Introduction
Ambient intelligence enables us to be surrounded by elec-
tronic environments that are sensitive and responsive to peo-
ple. Ambient intelligence technologies are expected to com-
bine concepts of intelligent systems, perceptual technolo-
gies, and ubiquitous computing. Perceptual technologies
have made it possible to measure and track the locations of
people, computers, and practically any other object of inter-
est. For example, indoor location systems, such as RFID
(radio frequency identification) tags, detect the locations of
physical entities in a building and enable applications to re-
spond to these locations. Location awareness is becoming
an essential feature of services targeted at ambient intel-
ligence. Several researchers have explored such location-
aware services. Existing services can be classified into two
approaches. The first is to have the computing devices move
with the user; the devices are attached to positioning systems,
which enable them to measure their own locations. The sec-
ond approach assumes that a space is equipped with track-
ing systems that establish the locations of physical entities,
including people and objects, within it so that application-
specific services can be provided at appropriate computers.
The two approaches are posed as polar opposites, although
their final goals seem to coincide.
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This paper presents a framework for integrating the two
approaches to reinforce their advantages by using mobile
agent technology. The framework enables mobile agents
to be spatially bound to people, places, and things that the
agents assist and annotate. By using tracking systems, the
framework dynamically deploys such agents to stationary
and mobile computing devices that are near the locations
of the entities and places to which the agents are attached,
even when the locations of the entities change. Using mo-
bile agents makes the framework application-independent;
application-specific services are implemented within mobile
agents instead of the infrastructure and become intellgent
and proactive. Therefore, the framework enables various
location-aware and personalized services to be constructed.

2 Related Work
Research on ambient intelligence or smart spaces has

become common at many universities and corporate re-
search facilities. For example, Cambridge University’s Sen-
tient Computing project [2] provides a platform for build-
ing location-aware applications by using locating systems.
Unlike our framework, the management of the the plat-
form is centralized and cannot dynamically reconfigure it-
self. The project uses CORBA-based middleware can move
CORBA objects to hosts according to the location of tagged
objects [7]. However, CORBA objects are not well suited
for implementing user interface components and migrating
between heterogeneous platforms. Microsoft’s EasyLiving
project [1] provides context-aware spaces, with a particular
focus on home and office. This project can dynamically ag-
gregate network-enabled input/output devices, such as key-
boards and mice, even when they belong to different comput-
ers in a space. However, its management is centralized, and
it does not dynamically migrate software to other computers
according to the location of users. Both projects assume that
locating sensors have initially been allocated in the room,
and that dynamically reconfiguring the platform is difficult
when sensors are added to or removed from the environment.
In contrasts, our framework permits sensors to be mobile and
scattered throughout a space.

Several studies have focused on enhancing context-
awareness in mobile computing, for example HP’s Cooltown



[4] and the NEXUS system [3]. These projects assume that
each user has a notebook PC, tablet PC, or PDA, equipped
with GPS-based positioning sensors and wireless commu-
nication. Applications that run on such devices access re-
sources stored on the web via a browser by using standard
HTTP communication.

Although user familiarity with web browsers is an advan-
tage in these systems, the services available are constrained
by the limitations of web browsers and HTTP. In contrast,
our framework can dynamically deploy mobile agents, which
are autonomous programmable entities, to mobile computing
devices. Unlike our approach, neither Cooltown nor NEXUS
can support mobile users through stationary computers dis-
tributed in a smart environment.

While many researchers have explored mobile agent tech-
nology, no attempts have been made to integrate the mobility
of physical objects with the mobility of agents in a ubiqui-
tous computing setting. We previously presented an early
prototype of the present framework [9] that did not support
the mobility of sensors and agent hosts, so that the three link-
ages described in the second section of this paper were not
available in that previous version of the framework.

3 Approach
The framework presented in this paper aims to enhance the
capabilities of users, particularly mobile users, things, in-
cluding computing devices and non-electronic objects and
places, such as rooms, buildings and cities, that have the
computational functionalities to assist and annotate them.

3.1 Location-sensing Systems
Our goal is to provide a location-aware system in which spa-
tial regions can be determined within a few square feet, so
that one or more portions of a room or building can be dis-
tinguished. The current implementation uses RFID tag tech-
nology to locate objects. An RFID system uses RF (radio
frequency) readers that detect the presence of small RF trans-
mitters, often called tags. The framework assumes that phys-
ical entities, including people and computing devices, and
places are equipped with these tags so that they are automat-
ically locatable. It spatially binds software for information-
based services to an RFID tag attached to a person, place, or
thing in the physical world.

3.2 Location-based and Personalized Services
An ambient intelligent computing system computing envi-
ronment consists of many computing devices, which may
have only limited resources, such as restricted levels of CPU
power and limited amounts of memory. As a result, even
if a device is at a location suitable for providing a wanted
service, the device may not be able to do so due to a lack
of capabilities, such as input or output facilities. To over-
come this limitation, the framework introduces mobile agent
technology the agents of which only needs to be present at
the computer during the time the computer uses the services

provided by that agent. Mobile agent technology also has the
following advantages.

• Various kinds of infrastructures have been used to con-
struct and manage location-aware services. However,
such infrastructures have mostly focused on a partic-
ular application, such as user navigation. By sep-
arating application-specific services from the infras-
tructure, our framework provides a general infrastruc-
ture for a variety of location-aware services, enabling
application-specific services to be implemented within
mobile agents.

• Each mobile agent can dynamically be deployed at and
locally executed within computers near the position of
the user. As a result, the agent can directly interact with
the user, whereas RPC-based approaches, on which
other approaches are often based, must have network
latency between the local computer and remote servers.
The agent also can directly access various equipment
belonging to that device as long as the security mecha-
nisms of the device permit this.

• After arriving at its destination, a mobile agent can con-
tinue working without losing any previous results of
work at the source computers, e.g., the content of in-
stance variables in the agent’s program. Thus, the tech-
nology enables ease of building follow-me applications
as proposed as proposed Harter et al. [2].
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Figure 1: Architecture of the SpatialAgent framework

4 Design and Implementation
The framework consists of three parts: (1) location informa-
tion servers, called LISs, (2) mobile agents, and (3) agent
hosts. The first part provides a layer of indirection between
the underlying locating sensing systems and mobile agents.
As shown in Fig. 1, each LIS manages more than one sensor
and provides the agents with up-to-date information on the
identifiers of tags, which are present in the specific places
its sensors cover instead of on tags in the whole space. The
second offers application-specific services that are attached
to physical entities and places through collections of mo-
bile agents. The third consists of computing devices that



can execute mobile agent-based applications and issue spe-
cific events to the agents running in them when location sen-
sors detect the movement of the physical entities or places to
which the agents are bound.

4.1 Location Information Server
Each LIS maintains up-to-date information about the identi-
ties of the tags within the coverage of its sensors by polling
the sensors or receiving specific events issued by them.

Locating Sensor Management

To hide differences among the underlying locating systems,
each LIS maps low-level position information from each of
the systems into location information in a symbolic location
model. An LIS represents an entity’s location in terms of the
unique identifier of the sensor that detects the tag of the en-
tity. We call each sensor’s coverage area a cell, as as in the lo-
cation model of Leonhardt [6]. The current implementation
supports four commercial RFID systems: RF Code’s Spider
system (305-MHz), Alien Technology’s RFID system (915-
MHz), Philips’s I-Code system (13.56-MHz), and Hitachi’s
mu-chip system (2.45-GHz). The first system provides ac-
tive RFID tags and its readers can detect RF-beacons issued
by tags within a range of 1 to 20 meters. The second provides
passive RFID tags and its readers periodically scan for tags
present within a range of 3 meters. The third and fourth sys-
tems are passive RFID tag systems that can sense the pres-
ence of tags within a range of a few centimeters. Although
there are many differences between the four RFID systems,
our framework hides these differences.

Agent Discovery Mechanism

The framework provides demand-driven mechanisms for dis-
covering the agents and agent host required. Each LIS dis-
covers mobile agents bound to the tags present in its cells
and maintains a database by storing information about each
agent host and each mobile agent attached to a tagged entity
or place. When a LIS detects the presence of a new tag in
a cell, it multicasts a query message with the identify of the
new tag and its own network address to all the agent hosts
in its current sub-network and then waits for reply messages
from the hosts. We anticipate one of two possible cases: the
tag is attached to an agent host, or the tag is attached to a
person, place, or thing but not an agent host. In the first case,
the newly arriving agent host sends its network address and
device profile to the LIS; the profile describes the capabili-
ties of the host, e.g., input devices and screen size. The LIS
stores the profile in its database and forwards a copy of the
profile to all agent hosts within the cell. In the second case,
agent hosts that have agents tied to the tag send their network
addresses and requirements of suitable agents to the LIS; the
requirements for each agent specify the required capabilities
of the agent hosts that the agent can visit and at which it per-
forms its services. Then, the LIS stores the requirements of
the agents in its database and moves the agents to appropriate
agent hosts, as discussed below. When the absence of a tag
is detected, each LIS multicasts a message with the identifier

of the tag and the identifier of the cell to all agent hosts in
its current sub-network. Since LISs can be individually con-
nected to other servers, which may be in other sub-networks
and with which they exchange information in a peer-to-peer
manner, they can discover agent hosts and mobile agents that
may be in other sub-networks.

Mobile Agent Navigation

When an LIS recognizes the movement of a tag attached to
a person or thing to a cell, it searches its database for agent
hosts that are present in the current cell of the tag. It then se-
lects candidate destinations from a set of agent hosts within
the cell based on their device capabilities. This framework
offers a description language based on CC/PP [12], for spec-
ifying the properties of computing devices (vendor, model
class of device, e.g., pc, pda, phone, etc., screen size, display
colors, CPU, memory, input device, secondary storage, loud-
speaker, etc) in XML notation. Each LIS informs each agent
of the profiles of the agent hosts that are present in the cell
and that satisfy the requirements of the agent, and then the
agent can migrate autonomously to the appropriate host.

4.2 Agent Host
Each agent host offers two functionalities: advertisement of
its capabilities and a runtime system for executing and mi-
grating mobile agents. When a host receives a query mes-
sage with the identifier of a newly arriving tag from an LIS,
it can respond in one of the following ways: (i) if the iden-
tifier in the message is equal to the identifier of the tag to
which it is attached, it returns profile information about the
agent’s capabilities to the LIS. (ii) If one of agents running
on its runtime system is tied to the tag, it returns its network
address and the requirements of the agent. (iii) If neither case
is true, it ignores the message.

The current implementation of this framework is based
on a Java-based mobile agent system called MobileSpaces
[8]. Each agent host provides a MobileSpaces runtime sys-
tem built on the Java virtual machine and can move agents
to other agent hosts over a TCP/IP connection. The runtime
system governs all of the agents inside it and maintains the
life-cycle state of each. When the life-cycle state of an agent
changes, for example, before or after it is created, terminated,
or migrated to another host, the runtime system issues spe-
cific events to the agent.

4.3 Mobile Agents
Each mobile agent is executed and migrated in the Mo-
bileSpaces runtime system. It is constructed as a collection
of Java objects and is equipped with the identifier of the tag
to which it is attached. Every agent program must be an in-
stance of a subclass of the abstract class TaggedAgent as
follows:

class TaggedAgent extends MobileAgent
implements Serializable {
void go(URL url) throws NoSuchHostException { ... }
void duplicate() throws IllegalAccessException { ... }
void destroy() { ... }
void setTagIdentifier(TagIdentifier tid) { ... }
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Figure 2: Three types of linkages between physical and log-
ical entities

void setAgentProfile(AgentProfile apf) { ... }
URL getCurrentHost() { ... }
boolean isConformableHost(HostProfile hpf) {...}
....

}

Here are some of the methods defined in the TaggedAgent
class. An agent executes the go(URL url) method to
move to the destination host specified as the url by its run-
time system.1 The setTagIdentifier method ties the
agent to the identity of the tag specified as tid. Each agent
can specify a requirement that its destination hosts must sat-
isfy by invoking the setAgentProfile() method, with
the requirement specified as apf. The class has a service
method called isConformableHost(), which the agent

1In MobileSpaces, agents can have higher-level routings among multiple
hosts [10].

uses to decide whether or not the capabilities of the agent
hosts specified as an instance of the HostProfile class
satisfy the requirements of the agent. Each agent can have
more than one listener object that implements a specific lis-
tener interface to hook certain events issued before or after
changes in its life-cycle state or the movements of its tag.

4.4 Current Status
Although the current implementation of the framework was
not built for performance, we measured the cost of migrat-
ing a 3-KB agent (zip-compressed) from a source host to the
destination host recommended by the LIS. This experiment
was conducted with two LISs and two agent hosts, each of
these was running on one of four computers (1-GHzh Pen-
tium with Windows 2000 and JDK 1.4) that were directly
connected via an IEEE802.11b wireless network. The la-
tency of an agent’s migration to the destination after the LIS
had detected the presence of the agent’s tag was 380 msec,
and the cost of agent migration between two hosts over a
TCP connection was 48 msec. The latency includes the cost
of UDP-multicasting of the tags’ identifiers from the LIS
to the source host, TCP-transmission of the agent’s require-
ments from the source host to the LIS, TCP-transmission of
a candidate destination from the LIS to the source host, mar-
shaling of the agent, migration of the agent from the source
host to the destination host, unmarshaling of the agent, and
security verification. We believe that this latency is accept-
able for a location-aware system used in a room or building.

4.5 Security and Privacy
The framework can be built on many Java-based mobile
agent systems with the Java virtual machine. Therefore, it
can directly use the security mechanism of the underlying
mobile agent system. The Java virtual machine can explic-
itly restrict agents so that they can only access specified re-
sources to protect hosts from malicious agents. The frame-
work only maintains per-user profile information within
those agents that are bound to the user. It promotes the move-
ment of such agents to appropriate hosts near the user in re-
sponse to the user’s movement. Since agents carry the pro-
file information of their users within them, they must protect
such private information while they are moving over a net-
work.2

5 Location-based Services
This framework can inform mobile agents attached to tags
about their appropriate destinations according to the current
positions of the tags. It supports three types of linkages be-
tween a physical entity such as a person, thing, or place, and
one or more mobile agents, as shown in Figure 2.

• The first type of linkage assumes that a moving entity
carries more than one tagged agent host and that a space
contains a place-bound tag and sensor (Fig. 2 a). When

2The framework itself cannot protect agents from malicious hosts. How-
ever this problem is beyond the scope of this paper.



the sensor detects the presence of a tag that is bound
to one of the agent hosts, the framework instructs the
agents attached to the tagged place to migrate to the vis-
iting agent hosts to offer location-dependent services.

• The second type of linkage assumes that tagged agent
hosts and sensors have been allocated (Fig. 2 b). When
a tagged moving entity enters the coverage area of one
of the sensors, the framework instructs the agents at-
tached to the entity to migrate to the agent hosts within
the same coverage area to offer the entity-dependent
services of the entity.

• The third type of linkage assumes that an entity car-
ries a sensor and more than one agent host and that a
space contains more than one place-bound tag (Fig. 2
c). When the entity moves near a place-bound tag and
the sensor detects the presence of the tag within its cov-
erage area, the framework instructs the agents attached
to the tagged place to migrate to the visiting agent hosts
to offer the location-dependent services of the place.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of the follow-me user assistant agent
that selects user’s favorite sushi from menu database of a
restaurant in front of the user

6 Applications
This section presents two typical location-based services de-
veloped using this framework. The first example corresponds
to Fig. 2 (b). This service tracks the current location of a user
with a 915-MHz RFID system and provides a user assistant
agent that follows users and maintains profile information
about them so that the agents can assist them in a personal-
ized manner anywhere. Suppose that a user has a tag and is
moving by a restaurant that offers a RFID reader and an agent
host with a touch-screen. When the tagged user enters the
coverage area of the reader, the framework enables his/her
assistant agent to automatically move to the agent host near
his/her current location. After arriving at the host, the agent
accesses a database provided by the restaurant to obtain the

restaurant menu. It then selects appropriate candidates meals
from the menu based on the user’s profile information, such
as favorite foods and recent during experiences, stored inside
the agent. Next, it displays the list of the candiate meals on
the screen of the current agent host in a personalized man-
ner. Figure. 3 shows how the user’s assistant agent runs on
the agent host of the restaurant and seamlessly embeds the
pictures, names, and prices of the candidates meals with but-
tons for ordering them into its graphical user interface. Since
a mobile agent is a program entity, we can easily define a
more intelligent assistant agent.
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Figure 4: screen-shot of map-viewer agent running on tablet
PC with positioning sensor

The second example is a user navigation system that as-
sists visitors to a building. Active RFID tags are positioned
at several places in the building in the ceilings, floors, and
walls. As illustrated in Figure 2 (c), each visitor carries a
wireless-LAN- enabled tablet PC equipped with an RFID
reader to detect tags. The PC includes an LIS and an agent
host. The system initially deploys place-bound agents to hid-
den computers within the building. When a tagged position
is located by the cell of the moving reader, the LIS running
on the visitor’s tablet PC detects the presence of the tag and
detects the place-bound agent tied to the tag. It then instructs
the agent to migrate to its agent host and provide the agent’s
location-dependent services to the host. The system enables
more than one agent tied to a place to move to a tablet PC;
the agent then returns to its home computer and other agents,
which are tied to another place, move to the tablet PC. Figure
4 shows a place-bound agent being used to display a map of
its surrounding area on the screen of a tablet PC.

7 Conclusion
We presented a middleware infrastructure for managing
location-sensing systems and dynamically deploying ser-
vices at suitable computing devices. Using location-tracking
systems the infrastructure provides entities, e.g. people and
objects, and places, with mobile agents to support and anno-
tate them and migrate agents to stationary or mobile comput-
ers near the locations of the entities and places to which the



agents are attached. It is a general framework in the sense
that it is independent of any higher-level applications and
location-sensing systems and supports a variety of spatial
linkages between the physical mobility of people and things
and the logical mobility of services. Furthermore, we de-
signed and implemented a prototype system of the infras-
tructure and demonstrated its effectiveness in several practi-
cal applications.

Finally, we would like to point out further issues to be
resolved. Since the framework presented in this paper is
general-purpose, in future work we need to apply it to spe-
cific applications as well as the three applications presented
in this paper. The location model of the framework was de-
signed for operating real location-sensing systems in ubiq-
uitous computing environments. We plan to design a more
elegant and flexible world model for representing the loca-
tions of people, things, and places in the real world by in-
corporating existing spatial database technologies. We have
developed an approach to testing context-aware applications
on mobile computers [11]. We are interested in develop-
ing a methodology that would test applications based on the
framework.
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